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TRUSTEES' REPORT
To His E-.xcllenc'D ike Governor of the Commonwealth and the Honorable Council:
The trustees of the Northampton State Hospital present herewith their report
of the affairs of the institution for the fiscal year ending November 30, 1927.
A daily average of 1228.10 patients was maintained at an expenditure of $412,
531.04. The receipts from board of patients and from sales were $121,733.94.
The net weekly expenditure per patient was $4.55.
It is. estimated that we shall have a daily average of 1310 patients during the
coming year and shall need for their maintenance the sum of $502,774.66.
The Legislature of 1926 made an appropriation of $22,000.00 for an addition
to the infirmary for women and one of $12,000 for the erection of two cottages for
officers. The addition to the infirmary, providing accommodations for 44 addi-
tional patients has been completed and occupied. A stair tower adjoining it has
been built providing an additional fire escape for the whole building. The two
cottages are in process of building and will be ready for occupancy early in the
coming year.
The Legislature of 1927 made appropriations for new buildings as follows; for
the construction of a ward building to accommodate 159 patients the sum of
$103,500.00 in anticipation of the appropriation of the same amount in 1928:
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for the construction of a nurses' home", to accommodate 99 nurses, the sum of
$63,000.00 in anticipation of the appropriation of the same amount in 1928. The
erection of both of these buildings is well under way with the expectation of their
completion sometime early in the coming year.
It is estimated that there will be needed for repairs and renewals the sum of
$16,063.00. These are incidental to the depreciation of buildings and equiprhent
and are additional to ordinary repairs occurring annually. They are listed as
follows;
For a floor surfacing machine the sum of $325.00. This is needed for repairs' on
the terrazzo floors in use, and for the renewal of floors in bath rooms in the older
buildings, which will be done by our own workmen.
For additional fire-protection equipment, $510.00. Included are a hose reel,
four lengths of hose, ten 214, gallon fire extinguishers.
For standpipes in the stair tower of the infirmary for women, $480.00. The
estimated cost is for pipes, valves and fittings.
For thermometers for the power plant, $150.00. These include a recording ther-
mometer and four indicating thermometers on the hot water and main steam lines.
For renewal of piping to the hydraulic food elevators, $600.00. This sum is
needed for new materials to replace the present line which has been in use for
thirty years and is now in frequent need of repairs.
Plumbing fixtures for the old nurses' home, $385.00. These are needed to adapt
the building to the needs of a dormitory for employees in the administrative and
domestic departments.
Renewal of lighting fixtures in the administration building, $200.00. The old
fixtures, in use nearly thirty years are not adequate for present day requirements
Lavatories in the first halls north, $460.00. The plumbing fixtures are too worn
for further repair.
Hot water controllers for the fourth halls, $1258.00. This includes materials
and fittings for nine controllers and three equalizer valves to control the heat of
the water used for continuous baths.
For hot water controllers in the older wards, $2710.00. This includes eleven
controllers and eleven equalizer valves with pipe and fittings.
Gas supply to tenement houses, $370.00. The city has recently extended its
gas main through West and Earle Streets making gas available now for the tene-
ments rented to our employees.
Heaters in houses No. 3 and No. 7, $650.00.
Power lawn mower, $400.00.
Repairs to the stone crusher, $150.00.
Enlargement of the steam main to the center and south wing, $1400.00. This
is made necessary for the purpose of heating the nurses' residence and the two
cottages now being erected.
Steam supply to cottages No. 11 and No. 12 including piping and radiators,
$450.00.
Vacuum pumps, $700.00. These are to put the infirmary for women and the
old nurses' home on the present vacuum system.
. .
Coal crusher, $365.00. For more cheaply procuring samples of coal for analysis.
Electric wiring in the attics of the old buildings, $240.00. There are no lights
there now and inspection of the attics at present is made by use of oil lanterns or
portable electric lights.
Hot water controllers, $210.00. These are to control the steam supply to the
hot water heating tanks.
Oil filter, $110.0.
Repair parts to the X-ray machine, $200.00.
Canning outfit, $985.00.
Material for the machine shop, $105.00. This includes pulleys, hangers and
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shafting for the purpose of re-arranging the machinery now in use: additions have
been made from time to time and now each machine is so placed as to be at a dis-
advantage to others.
A snow plow, $250.00.
Repairs to the partitions and floors in the cold storage plant, $1100.00.
Renewal of floors in the farm ward, in the store house and in the cow barn,
$500.00.
Painting of various buildings, $800.00. These are the greenhouse, the nurses'
home, the pavilion. Total, $16,063.00.
Again we request an appropriation to rebuild the recreation building which was
destroyed by fire. This was given in memory of Mr. L. D. James who gave valu-
able service to the Commonwealth as a member of our Board for twenty-four years.
The building was not insured, this being in accordance with the policy of the State.
We found it very useful in the treatment of our patients. For this reason it should
be rebuilt but also as a matter of courtesy and appreciation. There is now no
suitable place available for the men from the wards to go for smoking and assem-
bly. This privilege is one of the few we can offer to patients who work about the
grounds and it is a means of persuading patients to get out-of-doors who otherwise
would remain in-doors.
We call attention again to what we said in our report of last year relative to
our need of more land. Our present acreage is not sufficient for the requirements
of an institution of a thousand patients. We have now thirteen hundred, and
provisions for two thousand are contemplated. The report of our head farmer
incorporated in the report of the superintendent tells of this need and we urge
serious consideration of the matter.
There has been one change in the personnel of our Board during the year. Mr.
Walter L. Stevens of Northampton was appointed to fill the unexpired term of
Mr. Gere.
The vacant position on our medical staff that existed last year has been filled
by the appointment of Dr. Albert Bourcier who began his service June 1, 1927.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES W. KING, GEORGE C. LUNT,
LAURENCE D. CHAPIN, EMILY N. NEWTON,
ALBERT M. DARLING, CAROLINE A. YALE,
WALTER L. STEVENS.
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
To the Trustees of the Northampton State Hospital:
The superintendent's report of the affairs of the hospital for the fiscal year ending
November 30, 1927, is hereby respectfully submitted, with a brief analysis of the
statistical tables which accompany it.
Movement of Population
On October 1, 1926, there were 1432 patients on our books. During the year
493 were admitted, making a total of 1925 under care and treatment: 428 were
dismissed, leaving 1499 on our books on September 30, 1927, of which number
1223 were in the hospital, 6 were in family care, 244 were away from the hospital
on trial visit and 26 were away without leave.
The daily average number cared for in the hospital was 1226, and the daily
average number in family care and on visit was 225.
Admissions
The number of admissions was larger than in any previous year except 1925.
A review of our records shows a fairly steady increase in admissions over a long
period of years. During the five-year period ending September 30, 1927, there
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were 253 more admissions than in the preceding five-year period, and a similar
increase in the future may be expected. As the district served by our hospital
grows in population the number in need of hospital care increases correspondingly.
Furthermore there is a growing confidence in state institutions, a lessening appre-
hension of them and a better realization by the public of the benefits of early hos-
pital treatment. For these reasons a greater use of the hospitals is being made,
and these facts must be considered in making future provision for the care of our
mental cases.
The first admissions presented about the same relative proportions of the recog-
nized types or forms of psychosis, as in former years. Much the larger number
had mental disorders unfavorable for recovery. These included the feeble-minded,
dementia praecox cases, paretics, and organic and senile cases.
Among the first admissions were 44 cases of manic-depressive psychosis, from
which group the larger proportion of recoveries is to be expected.
Nine of the admissions were classified as without psychosis. These were cases
of epilepsy, of psychopathic personality and of mental deficiency.
Advanced age was a leading factor in the etiology of many cases: 61 were over
seventy years of age on admission and of these 18 were over eighty years old.
The foreign born made up 34% of the admissions and 66% were of foreign
parentage.
Dismissals
There were 428 patients dismissed, classified as to condition on discharge as
follows; recovered 72, improved 104, not improved 29, without psychosis 8 (1
epileptic, 1 drug addict, the others being cases of delinquency and cases sent for
observation and found not psychotic) and 9 were transferred to other institutions:
4 to the United States Veterans' Hospital No. 95, 2 to Foxborough State Hospital,
and 1 each to the State Hospitals at Grafton, Medfield and Monson.
One hundred and fifty-three patients died, the principal causes of death being;
cerebral embolism and cerebral hemorrhage 45: chronic endocarditis and myo-
carditis 28: general paresis 18: pulmonary tuberculosis 8: broncho pneumonia 6,
and carcinoma 4. It is noteworthy that encephalitis lethargica was the cause of
death in 5 cases.
As may be seen from the above tabulation physical causes due to old age or
accompanying it were factors in a very large proportion of cases. Only 18 who
died were under forty years of age, and only 61 were under sixty, while 92 were
over sixty and 18 of these were over eighty years old at time of death.
Medical Activities
The large number of admissions entailed a good deal of routine medical work
—
physical and mental examinations of each patient admitted, examinations of blood
and of spinal fluid for the Wasserman reaction, analyses of blood, sputum and the
like, vaccinations and antityphoid inoculations of patients and employees, and
administrations of diphtheria antitoxin in a large number of cases.
Wasserman tests and findings were as follows; of 546 blood tests made, 71 were
positive, and of 36 spinal fluid tests, 20 were positive. Sixty-three patients were
treated for syphilis to whom 566 treatments were given, largely of sulpharsphena-
min, but a few cases were treated with bismuth, sodium and mercury.
The dentist reports fillings, extractions and other treatments to the number of
2696.
Hydrotherapy, which has been an important therapeutic measure here during
the past thirty years was used in an increasingly larger number of cases. Oppor-
tunity for such increasing use was afforded by the opening of a suite of rooms in
the new fourth halls on each side of the hospital, equipped with tubs, pack tables,
and rest rooms. We were especially fortunate in having with us again Dr. Rebekah
Wright to give our nurses another intensive course in training.
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A course of demonstrations illustrating the different psychoses was given to
the students in the summer session of the Smith College School for Social Work
on two afternoons each week during August. Classes of students from the neigh-
boring colleges, interested in economics and sociology, came for observation and
instruction in their special topics, and student nurses in the training schools of
nearby hospitals were given opportunities for studying the psychoses and methods
of treatment.
Talks of an instructive nature telling of the work of the hospital, the daily care
of paltients, and the causes, prevention and treatment of mental disorders, were
given to various clubs and groups of people.
Out-Patient Service
Activities of the out-patient department established by us in 1911 have con-
tinued.
Stated clinics have been held each week in one of the neighboring cities by one
or more members of the medical staff.
On one day of each week, our assistant has attended the Juvenile Court in
Springfield as has been customary since 1923.
Larger demands are being made on the service of the social worker because of
our increased number of patients and the large territory making up our district.
It is impossible to give as close supervision as desirable, to those away on visit, in
addition to necessary examinations, adjustments and the like. An assistant social
worker can be used with great profit especially in the supervision of patients on
trial visit, with the possibility of increasing still further the number allowed to
go home, and the hope is expressed that one may be added to our staff.
Our assistant physician with the psychologist, has given all available time to
the examination of the retarded school children of our district but has not been
able to examine all children who have been referred to our school clinic. The im-
portance of this work and the benefits to result from it have not been realized
fully by the school authorities in some of the towns of our district but each year
there is heartier co-operation from them.
At the clinics 191 patients reported: inquiries by relatives were made in 452
cases, and 30 consultations were had. There were referred by the courts 117
cases: by schools 962: and from other agencies 75—making a total of 1827 ex-
aminations, consultations and interviews at the various clinics.
Training School
One student nurse, Eleanor Dobrydnio, completed her three-year course and
was graduated in October.
Two intermediate students completed their twelve-month period of affiliation at
the State Infirmary and have entered upon their senior year.
The nursing situation in the state hospitals has been undergoing modifications
for the past few years so serious that conferences of the authorities of the various
schools have been held to consider a new curriculum. It has been thought advis-
able by us therefore, not to accept new students for training till a revised course
shall be adopted.
Occupation, Recreation, Assemblies of Patients
Liberal use has been made of occupation and amusement which are universally
considered the two most potent moral agencies in the treatment of mental cases.
Many patients have helped in the routine work of the various departments of the
institution, also in the varied activities connected with our building program.
In no previous year have so many patients been employed out-of-doors. As
formerly they have taken a large part in the farm work. Extensive grading has
been done around the new buildings, especially about the two cottages and the
nurses' residence. The excavation for the foundations of these buildings was done
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entirely by patients. Loam was removed over an area of approximately an acre
and this space was filled with material brought from near the new Ward A building.
Next spring this will be graded and the loam will be replaced, making a well-
graded lawn where before the surface was low, irregular and damp.
Trenches have been excavated for water pipes, steam pipes, telephone and elec-
tric lighting wires and sewers, a total of about 5100 feet in length, nearly a mile.
An important piece of work was the rebuilding of the main driveway to the hos-
pital from the pines to the front porch, a distance of 720 feet. This was widened
and regraded, with field stone at the bottom and crushed stone on top, making
an excellent foundation for a permanent roadway.
Three occupational therapists have been employed throughout the year giving
instructions to convalescent patients in special lines of occupation. A very brief
outline of the work done under their supervision is as follows; 117 bureau covers:
10 embroidered doilies and squares: 152 cretonne curtains with valances: 43 cre-
tonne pillows: 23 linen pillows: 4229 towels, pillow cases, sheets and flour sacks
were hemmed: 153^ yards of tatting: 94 pieces of raffia basketry, baskets and
napkin rings: 38 linen table runners: 611 knitted articles: 12 hooked rugs: 211
pieces in weaving
—
pillows and table runners: 20 oil paintings and 12 water colors.
In the men's department 1023 pairs of shoes were soled, heeled and patched:
478 mattresses were made of old material and 163 of new: 252 pillows were made
of old material and 46 of new: 75 chairs were caned: 674 brooms were made: 475
rugs were made: 24 canvas mattresses: 78 baskets repaired: 101 pairs of overalls
were made: 141 jumpers were made: 27 hydro pillows were made: 2 chairs were
upholstered: 24 large size laundry baskets were made.
Religious services have been held every Lord's Day: in the morning for Catholic
patients, and in the afternoon for Protestants. Many patients attend both services.
Moving pictures are shown every Tuesday evening, and dancing parties are held
on Thursday evenings from Thanksgiving till warm weather.
Holidays, Hallowe'en and St. Patrick's day brought special entertainments
appropriate to the day.
Additional entertainments were concerts by patients, a masquerade party, a
minstrel show given by the Masons, a band concert by the American Legion Band
and a concert by the Kratochvil Brothers Orchestra of Westfield.
These add much to our pleasure, and opportunity is taken here to express our
gratitude to those who kindly volunteered their services in the above exercises.
Farm
An instructive report of the farm activities has been submitted by the head
farmer but because of its length a brief abstract only is here presented.
Staple crops varied much in yield. Because of extremely wet weather in July
and August the potato crop suffered from blight in the field and later from rot in
the bins.
About the usual tonnage of hay was made in spite of unfavorable weather.
The yield of turnips was large, over a thousand bushels being stored.
Thirty-five acres were in garden crops. With one or two exceptions the pro-
duction was up to the average and of some crops was heavy, notably of tomatoes
and onions. Twenty-two tons of tomatoes were harvested and consumed. Winter
squash, cabbage, beets and carrots were produced in quantities as large as can be
used under present conditions of storage. Our experience demonstrates our need
of larger canning and dehydrating facilities to take care of surplus tomatoes,
cabbage and squash.
This was not an "apple year" but enough apples were gathered to carry us well
into the following year. One hundred apple trees of standard varieties were set
out, in the pursuance of our policy followed for several years past to enlarge our
orchards in order to supply the needs of an institution of two thousand patients.
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There was a large yield of strawberries: other small fruits produced about an
average yield.
Our dairy herd is in excellent condition although we have had a good deal of
trouble throughout the year from abortion: knowledge of causes and treatment
are so limited that our efforts to get rid of the trouble were rather unsatisfactory.
Fortunately in all the cases but one the calves lost were males.
Of 80 animals in the herd 54 are registered and 16 are grade. These latter are
kept because they are good milk producers but no attempt is made to breed from
them.
Milk production was large, the average yield per year from 48 cows being a
little over 14,000 pounds. Individual records of the more productive cows, all
registered, were as follows; two produced 17,000 pounds each, two 15,000 pounds
each and two 14,000 pounds each. Of the heifers with first calf, one produced
17,000 pounds, one 15,000 pounds, one 13,000 pounds and two 12,000 pounds each.
Efforts are being continued to improve our herd of swine. All the pigs we raised
were from registered Duroc-Jersey stock. The results of good breeding have been
shown by a more rapid growth than formerly to a suitable weight for slaughter.
A Duroc-Jersey boar and two sows of the same breed, all registered, were pur-
chased with the intention of developing a herd of all pure-bred animals.
A litter of eleven pigs was entered in the state ton-litter contest. They made a
weight of 2630 pounds in 180 days. Though not taking first prize their weight was
nearly 250 pounds more than the weight of the prize litter of last year, and the
results fully repaid our efforts.
A thousand day-old chicks were purchased, of which number 350 pullets were
raised as "layers." A new laying-house 30 feet by 50 feet was built.
The care of the poultry has devolved upon our head farmer with what assist-
ance he could get from farm hands who have had no special training in the care of
poultry. If our plant is to be developed to its full possibilities of usefulness it
should be made large enough to warrant full-time employment of one experienced
man, at least during the season when the small chicks are being cared for.
About 18 acres in the West lot and Ferris lots and 2 acres beyond Sunset Pasture
were thoroughly cleared of stone. Everything, from cobble-stones to the largest
boulders, was removed. In some cases it was necessary to drill and blast before
removal was possible. Groups of men were set to follow directly behind the plow
and everything within plowing depth was removed. This has been found to be
necessary in order to use tractor-drawn implements, because striking a hidden
boulder may easily cause serious damage to machines.
A new fence was built from the west gate to the upper corner of the west lot.
The old fence bordering the state road at the Easthampton pasture was removed.
Posts and wire for a new fence are on hand and it will be erected as early in the
spring as weather will permit.
If the institution farm is to continue to furnish a large proportion of the food
requirements and if the population continues to increase, some provision must
be made to give more land to this use. At the present time our plans call for about
90 acres of plowed land every year. At best we have not over 200 acres that can
be cropped regularly and that does not allow for even a minimum three-year rota-
tion. If possible such a system should allow for a four-year or five-year plan. We
have about reached the limit of increase in tillable land. Most of the land left is
either so steep that it should be left only in permanent sod or so rocky that it can-
not be cleared at any reasonable cost.
The following figures show the yields of some of the principal crops for the past
year; Ensilage corn, 25 acres, 272 tons: hay and rowen, 90 acres, 283 tons: 170
tons of hay, fed green: mangles, 2 acres, 15.9 tons: turnips, 4 acres, 1200 bushels:
apples, 6 acres, 315 pounds: 2900 baskets of strawberries: 7300 pounds of string
beans: 625 bushels of beets: 27 tons of cabbage: 430 bushels of carrots: 18,000
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pounds of sweet corn: 50,000 pounds of onions: 18,000 pounds of rhubarb: 12
tons of winter squash: 44,500 pounds of tomatoes.
Repairs and Improvements
Many repairs, additions and new installations were made to the equipment of
the hospital, of which a brief list of the more important ones is recorded here for
convenience of future reference. These were done by our own corps of employees
assisted by many patients.
Connections were made from the main water pipes of our fire system as follows;
to the sprinkler system in B building of the new group: to the fire-hose stand-pipe
in the stairway of the same building: to the stand-pipe in the North Infirmary.
All doors throughout the old buildings opening from one ward to another and
to all stairways, exits and food-elevator shafts, were replaced with automatic fire-
proof doors.
A 6-inch water pipe was laid to the new nurses' residence from the meter pit
on the supply line to the new group of buildings, and from this line branches were
laid to the new cottages No. 11 and No. 12.
A 4-inch water pipe was laid from the City's main on West Street near the
bridge, to cottage No. 3 from which point smaller pipes were laid to cottages No.
2, No. 4 and No. 5.
A 3-inch water pipe was laid from the A building to the B building in the new
group.
Toilet closets in the third ha lis south, and others in the basement of the dormi-
tory for male employees, were replaced with new ones operated by flushometers.
Old electric wires which had been in use for thirty-three years and on which the
insulation was defective were replaced with new wires properly insulated in the
main kitchen: in the corridor of the rear center, in the employees' sitting room,
along the basement corridor under north and south wings, and in the basement
of the second halls south.
Electric wiring and fixtures were installed in the B building, in the treatment
rooms of the fourth halls south and in the additions to the south Infirmary.
A trench was constructed from the street to the old nurses' home, south, passing
near the new nurses' residence, and a conduit was laid through the basement of
the old nurses' home for the extension of new telephone trunk lines from the street
to the administration building. The telephone exchange was removed from the
main corridor of the administration building to the former lavatory room adjoining
the dispensary. Underground conduits for telephone and electric lighting wires
were laid to cottages No. 11 and No. 12.
From the new city gas main in West Street we laid pipes to the B building and
to cottages Nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Steam heating systems were installed in one tenement of cottage No. 2 and in
both tenements of cottage No. 8.
Many feet of Akron tile were laid: 1281 feet of 8-inch tile from the nurses' resi-
dence to the City's sewer at the junction of West and Earle Streets: 100 feet of
6-inch tile to cottages No. 11 and No. 12: 136 feet of 6-inch tile to the A building
and 330 feet of 8-inch tile to subdrain the cement foundations were made for cot-
tages No. 11 and No. 12: slabs of precast cement were laid to receive and deflect
the rain water from the roofs of the fourth halls north: cement block foundations
and a cement floor were laid for a large hen house: cement steps were built for the
west entrance of B building and for the stair tower at the south infirmary.
Much brick work and plastering was required around the fire doors and new
ceilings were put up in eighteen rooms in various parts of the institution.
The gutters on the north side and west end of the third halls north were slated
over and on the north end and west side of the second halls south, for a total length
of 348 feet.
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The indirect heating stacks in the basement of the south infirmary were removed
and radiators were installed in the flues leading to the rooms above. The radiators
in the air passage leading to this air chamber were also re-arranged by removing
200 square feet of radiation thus allowing freer passage of air to the chamber.
Additional radiation was installed in several of the attics to furnish heat for
protection of the sprinklers from freezing. Heaters were installed in cottages
No. 2 and No. 3.
New Perfection hand-stokers were installed on boilers No. 1 and No. 4.
Old sinks were replaced with new in the upper kitchen and in pantries on the
second and third floors of the administration building.
The bay window in the angle formed by the junction of the administration
building with the first halls south was carried up above the roof of the south wing.
Hand-rails of brass were put in place at the front entrance to the administration
building and on top of the railing along the balcony in Chapel.
New flag poles of steel sixty feet in height were erected to take the place of the
old poles of wood which had become dangerous from decay.
Friends of the patients and of the institution have made contributions of books
and magazines and of money for the purchase of Christmas presents for patients
who have no relatives to remember them at the holiday season. The patients
who received these presents are very appreciative and the officers of the institution
are much encouraged by the interest shown in our efforts to make our patients
comfortable and happy.
The few changes on our staff of workers during the year were as follows; Dr.
Albert Bourcier was appointed assistant physician on June 1, 1927, to fill a vacancy
of two or three years: Miss Mary W. Killam was appointed Social Worker on
September 11, 1927, to fill the position left by Miss Whalen who resigned in June,
1926: Miss Theodosia Davis, Psychometrist, was appointed in September, 1927,
to fill the position left by the resignation of Miss Stubbs.
Respectfully submitted,
J. A. HOUSTON, Superintendent.
VALUATION
November 30, 1927
Real Estate
Land, 513 acres $ 167,700 . 00
Buildings 1,525,916.98
$1,693,616.98
Personal Property
Travel, Transportation and Office Expenses $ 1,818 . 93
Food 8,947.45
Clothing and Materials 17,800. 57
Furnishings and Household Supplies 75,604.64
Medical and General Care 1,345.81
Heat, Light and Power 12,680.48
Farm 45,162 . 74
Garage, Stables and Grounds 7,468.36
Repairs 17,971.89
$ 188,800.87
Summary
Real Estate $1,693,616.98
Personal Property 188,800.87
$1,882,417.85
TREASURER'S REPORT
To the Department of Mental Diseases:
I respectfully submit the following report of the finances of this institution for
the fiscal year ending November 30, 1927.
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Cash Account
Receipts
Income
Board of Patients $118,315.87
$118,315.87
Personal Services:
Reimbursement from Board of Retirement Ill • 19
Sales:
Food $ 188.06
Clothing and materials 69 . 20
Furnishings and household supplies. 23 . 25
Medical and general care 58
.
30
Farm:
Cows and calves $150.00
Hides 31 . 50
Sundries, guinea pigs 10.00
191.50
Repairs, ordinary 33 . 14
Arts and crafts sales 3
.
00
566.45
Miscellaneous:
Interest on bank balances $ 1,670 . 03
Rent 1,040.40
Sundries, premium, Eastern States 30 . 00
2,740.43
Total Income $121,733.94
M AINTENANCE
Balance from previous year, brought forward $ 9,153 . 60
Appropriations, current year 423,700 . 00
Total $432,853 . 60
Transferred to Taunton and Monson State Hospitals $ 8,307.00
Expenses (as analyzed below) 412,531 . 04
420,838.04
Balance reverting to Treasury of Commonwealth $ 12,015 . 56
Analysis of Expenses
Personal services $195,153 . 83
Religious Instruction 1,220.00
Travel, transportation and office expenses 5,479 .34
Food 80,586 . 62
Clothing and materials 7,331
.
97
Furnishings and household supplies 20,827 . 71
Medical and general care 10,921 . 09
Heat, Light and power 36,850.44
Farm 19,738.30
Garage, stable and grounds 5,319
.
70
Repairs, ordinary 14,329 . 58
Repairs and renewals 14,772 . 46
Total Expenses for Maintenance $412,531
.
04
FINANCIAL REPORT
Special Appropriations
Balance December 1, 1926 $ 89,872.90
Appropriations for current year 166,500 . 00
Total $256,372 . 90
Expended during the year (see statement below) $165,467 . 55
Reverting to Treasury of Commonwealth 1,188 . 33
166,655.88
Balance November 30, 1927, carried to next year $ 89,717 . 02
Object
Act or
Resolve
Whole
Amount
Expended
During
Fiscal
Year
Total
Expended
to Date
Balance
at End
of Year
Additional Sprinklers
New Ward Building
Fire Protection, 1925
Addition to Female Infirmary
Cottages for Employees
Chap. 211, '25
Chap. 79, '26
Chap. 347, '25
Chap. 79, '26
Chap. 79, '26
Chap. 138, '27
Chap. 138, '27
$ 14,555.00
207,000.00
12,000.00
22,000.00
12,000.00
103,500.00
63,000.00
43,878.93
10,104.72
17,565.92
3,482.02
54,528.51
35,907.45
$ 14,275.79
206,242.93
11,090.88
17,622.07
3,482 . 02
54,528.51
35,907.45
$ 279.21*
757.07
909.12*
4,377.93
8,517.98
48,971.49
Nurses' Home 27,092.55
$434,055.00 $165,467.55 $343,149.65 $90,905.35
Balance reverting to Treasury of the Commonwealth during year (mark item with *) $ 1,188 .33
Balance carried to next year 89,717 . 02
Total as Above $ 90,905.35
12 P. D. 21
Per Capita
During the year the average number of inmates has been 1,228.10.
Total cost for maintenance, $412,531.04.
Equal to a weekly per capita cost of $6.4598 (52 weeks to year).
Receipt from sales, $566.45.
Equal to a weekly per capita of $0.0089.
All other institution receipts, $121,167.49.
Equal to a weekly per capita of $1.8974.
Net weekly per capita, $4.5535.
Respectfully submitted,
EVA L. GRAVES, Treasurer.
Total receipts and payments are in agreement with Comptroller's books of account.james c. Mccormick.
STATISTICAL TABLES
As Adopted by American Psychiatric Association
Prescribed by Massachusetts Department op Mental Diseases
Table 1.
—
General Information
1. Date of opening as an institution for the insane: August 16, 1858.
2. Type of institution: State.
3. Hospital plant:
Real estate, including buildings and betterments $1,525,916 . 98
Personal property 188,800 . 87
Total $1,714,717.85
Total acreage of hospital property: 513 J^.
Acreage under cultivation during year: 145.
4. Medical service:
Men Women Total
Superintendents 1 - 1
Assistant physicians 3 4 7
Dentist 1 - 1
Medical internes - - -
Clinical assistants - - -
5 4 9
5. Employees:
Graduate nurses - 5 5
Other nurses and attendants 54 37 91
Social workers - 1 1
All other employees 59 44 103
113 87 200
6. Percentage of patients employed during year 56 .67
.61 J-^
Table 2. Financial Statement
See treasurer's report for data requested under this table.
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Table 4.
—
Nativity of First Admissions and of Parents of First Admissions
Nativity
United States
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
England
France
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Poland
Portugal
Russia
Scotland
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey in Europe.
Total foreign born
.
Unascertained
Grand Total 189
Patients
128
4
104
2
62
166
232
6
20
1
10
1
4
1
27
14
23
1
9
5
122
1
Parents of
Male Patients
M.
110
5
109
4
189
150
10
39
2
23
3
18
2
54
18
25
14
7
2
2
219
9
378
Parents of
Female Patients
M.
114
166
59
105
2
166
T.
Ill
1
6
1
36
11
1
16
3
81
19
28
2
4
5
2
3
219
2
332
Table 5.-—Citizenship of First Admissions
Male Female Total
128
28
3,1
2
104
29
32
1
232
57
63
3
Total 189 166 355
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Table 6.
—
Psychoses of First Admissions
13.
Psychoses
Traumatic, total -.
(b) Traumatic constitution
Senile, total
(a) Simple deterioration . .
(b) Presbyophrenic type
(c) Delirious and confused states
(d) Depressed and agitated states
(e) Paranoid type
With cerebral arteriosclerosis
General paralysis
With cerebral syphilis
With Huntington's chorea
With brain tumor
With other brain or nervous diseases, total
3. Encephalitis lethargica
4. Undiagnosed
Alcoholic, total
(a) Delirium tremens
(b) Korsakow's psychosis
(c) Acute hallucinosis
(d) Other types, chronic
Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins, total
(b) Chronic lead poisoning
With pellagra
With other somatic diseases, total
(a) Delirium with infectious diseases
(b) Post infectious psychosis
(c) Exhaustion delirium
(d) Delirium of unknown origin
(e) Cardio-renal disease
(f
)
Diseases of the ductless glands
Manic-depressive, total
(a) Manic type
(b) Depressive type
(c) Other types
Involution melancholia
Schizophrenia
Paranoia and paranoid conditions
Epileptic psychoses. . . . ,
Psychoneuroses and neuroses, total
(a) Hysterical type
(c) Neurasthenic type
With psychopathic personality
With mental deficiency
Undiagnosed
Without psychosis, total
(a) Epilepsy without psychosis
(b) Alcoholism without psychosis
(d) Psychopathic personality without psychosis
(e) Mental deficiency without psychosis
(f) Question of psychosis
(g) Behavior problem
Total '.
M. M.
11
31
10
1
12
11
50
189
21
32
6
45
166
1
25
46
14
2
1
51
1
27
44
17
95
355
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Table 7.
—
Race of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Psychoses
Race
Total
Trau-
matic Senile
With
Cerebral
Arterio-
sclerosis
General
Paralysis
M. F. T. M. F.
1
1
T.
1
1
M.
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
11
F.
4
2
1
3
1
3
14
T.
1
7
2
2
4
1
2
1
5
25
M.
1
10
3
2
5
1
2
7
31
F.
4
1
5
1
4
15
T.
1
14
4
2
10
1
3
11
46
M.
1
1
3
2
2
1
ir
F.
1
1
2
4
T.
4
1
36
21
8
4
36
9
1
3
1
9
15
1
40
2
28
18
9
1
42
11
3
1
1
1
6
14
29
6
1
64
39
17
5
78
20
4
4
1
2
15
29
1
69
1
1
4
2
1
Hebrew
2
3
Total 189 166 355 14
Table 7.
—
Race of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Psychoses—
Continued
Race
Cerebral
Syphilis
Huntington's
Chorea
With Other
Brain or
Nervous
Diseases
Alcoholic
Due to
Drugs and
Other Exo-
genous
Toxins
M. F. T. M. F.
1
1
T.
1
1
M.
1
1
F.
1
1
2
T.
1
1
1
M.
7
3
14
4
1
2
9
6
46
F.
1
1
3
5
T.
7
4
14
5
1
2
12
6
51
M.
1
1
F. T.
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
English
1
Irish -
Lithuanian
Magyar
Portuguese
Scandinavian
Scotch
.
_
Syrian
Mixed -
Total 3 1
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Table 7.
—
Race of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Psychoses--
Continued
Race
Somatic
Disease
Manic
Depressive
Involution
Melancholia
Dementia
Praecox Epileptic
M. F. T. M.
2
2
6
1
1
12
F.
1
5
2
2
11
3
1
2
5
32
T.
1
7
2
4
17
4
1
2
6
44
M.
4
3
2
1
1
11
F.
1
1
2
2
6
T.
4
4
1
4
1
3
17
M.
6
6
3
4
3
2
3
2
4
1
16
50
F.
1
3
7
3
12
4
2
1
1
2
6
3
45
T.
1
9
13
6
4
15
6
2
4
1
4
10
1
19
95
M.
1
1
F.
1
1
T.
2
1
3
6
5
2
6
3
1
1
3
21
5
4
6
3
1
2
6
27
1
Scotch -
1
Total f
Table 7. Race of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Psychoses-
Concluded
Race
Psycho-
Neuroses
With Psy-
chopathic
Personality
With
Mental
Deficiency
Undiag-
nosed
Without
Psychosis
M. F. T. M. F.
1
1
2
T.
1
1
2
M.
1
1
F.
1
1
1
3
T.
2
1
1
4
M.
1
1
1
1
1
5
F.
1
1
2
T.
1
1
2
1
1
1
7
M.
1
1
2
F.
3
1
1
2
7
T.
-
1
1
2
4
1
1
2
4
Bulgarian
3
1
Italian
Lithuanian
Magyar
Portuguese
Scandinavian
Scotch
2
Syrian
3
Total - 9
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Table 8.
—
Age of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal Psychoses
Psychoses
Total
Under 15
Years
15-19
Years
20-24
Years
25-29
Years
M. P. T. M. F.
2
2
T.
2
2
M.
2
5
7
F.
2
1
3
T.
2
7
1
10
M.
1
3
8
1
1
1
15
F.
1
2
4
5
1
3
16
T.
2
2
7
13
1
4
1
1
31
M.
1
11
12
F.
1
2
2
9
1
15
T.
2. Senile
3. With cerebral ar-
teriosclerosis . .
4. General paralysis
5. With cerebral
syphilis
6. With Hunting-
ton's chorea. . .
7. With brain tumor
8. With other brain
or nervous dis-
11
31
10
1
1
46
1
6
12
11
50
1
1
5
2
1
14
15
4
1
1
2
5
21
32
6
45
1
4
2
3
2
7
1
25
46
14
2
1
3
51
1
27
44
17
95
2
4
2
4
7
9
1
9. Alcotiolic
10. Due to drugs and
other exoge-
nous toxins
.
. .
11. With pellagra
.
.
.
12. With other so-
matic diseases
.
13. Manic-depressive
14. Involution rnel-
15. Demeptia prae-
1
2
2
16. Paranoia and
paranoid con-
ditions
17. Epileptic
18. Psychoneuroses
and neuroses. .
19. With psycho-
pathic person-
20. With mental de-
21. Undiagnosed. . . .
22. Without psycho-
1
Total 189 166 355 27
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Table 8.
—
Age of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal Psychoses
-
—Continued
30-34
Years
35-39
Years
40-44
Years
45-49
Years
50-54
Years
M. F. T. M.
1
9
1
8
19
F. T.
2
1
11
1
7
14
2
38
M.
3
1
6
2
1
4
1
18
F.
1
1
4
4
6
1
1
18
T.
4
1
7
6
5
10
1
1
1
M.
3
9
1
2
1
1
17
F.
1
1
2
4
8
T.
4
9
1
3
2
5
1
25
M. F.
1
1
1
1
2
8
4
3
2
23
T.
1. Traumatic
2. Senile
3. With cerebral arte-
4. General paralysis . . .
5. With cerebral syphi-
lis
2
5
1
1
9
18
1.
3
5
4
1
1
15
2
1
5
1
3
6
13
1
1
33
1
1
2
1
6
6
2
19
1
4
1
2
2
1
1
12
1
1
6. With Huntington's
chorea
7. With brain tumor. . .
8. With other brain or
nervous diseases.
.
1
1
5
10. Due to drugs and
other exogenous
toxins
11. With pellagra
12. With other somatic
diseases
13. Manic-depressive. .
14. Involution melan-
3
10
6
15. Dementia praecox.
.
16. Paranoia and para-
noid conditions. .
17. Epileptic
4
18. Psychoneuroses and
neuroses
19. With psychopathic
personality
20. With mental defi-
21. Undiagnosed
22. Without psychosis . .
1
2
Total 36 35
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Table 8.
—
Age of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal Psychoses
—Concluded
Psychoses
55-59
Years
60-64
Years
65-69
Years
70-74
Years
75-79
Years
Over 80
Years
M. F. T. M.
3
2
3
1
1
10
F.
3
2
2
7
T.
6
2
2
3
3
1
17
M.
3
9
2
2
2
1
1
20
F.
2
2
1
2
1
1
9
T.
5
11
2
3
4
2
1
1
29
M.
4
6
1
1
12
F.
6
4
2
1
13
T.
10
10
1
2
1
1
25
M.
2
4
6
F.
5
5
10
T.
7
9
16
M.
2
8
10
F.
1
1
2
T.
1
1
6
1
1
2
1
13
1
1
3
1
6
1
1
6
2
2
2
3
1
1
19
2. Senile s
3. With cerebral arterio-
q
4. General paralysis
5. With cerebral syphilis. . .
6. With Huntington's
7. With brain tumor
8. With other brain or ner-
vous diseases
10. Due to drugs and other
exogenous toxins
12. With other somatic dis-
13. Manic-depressive
14. Involution melancholia.
.
16. Paranoia and paranoid
conditions
17. Epileptic
18. Psychoneuroses and neu-
roses
19. With psychopathic per-
sonality
20. With mental deficiency..
22. Without psychosis
Total 1?
P. D. 21 21
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Table 10.
—
Environment of First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal
Psychoses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
20.
21.
22.
Psychoses
Traumatic
Senile
With cerebral arteriosclerosis
General paralysis
With cerebral syphilis
With Huntington's chorea
With brain tumor
With other brain or nervous diseases
Alcoholic
Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins
.
With pellagra
With other somatic diseases
Manic-depressive
Involution melancholia
Dementia praecox
Paranoia and paranoid conditions
Epileptic
Psychoneuroses and neuroses
With psychopathic personality
With mental deficiency
Undiagnosed
Without psychosis
Total 189 166
Total
M.
355
Urban
M. F.
141 129 270
Rural
M.
48
F.
37
12
Table 11. Economic Condition of First Admissions Classified with Reference to
Principal Psychoses
Psychoses
Traumatic
Senile
With cerebral arteriosclerosis.
General paralysis
With cerebral syphilis
With Huntington's chorea. . .
.
With brain tumor
With other brain or nervous
diseases
Alcoholic
Due to drugs and other exoge-
nous toxins
With pellagra
With other somatic diseases . .
Manic-depressive
Involution melancholia
Dementia praecox
Paranoia and paranoid condi-
tions
Epileptic
Psychoneuroses and neuroses
.
With psychopathic personality
With mental deficiency
Undiagnosed
Without psychosis
Total 189 166 355
Total
M. F
Dependent
M. F.
Marginal
9 15 24 153 126 279 27
16
24
4
39
Comfortable
25 52
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Table 12.
—
Use of Alcohol by First Admissions Classified with Reference to Principal
Psychoses
Psychoses
Total Abstinent Temperate
Intem-
perate
Unascer-
tained
M. F. T. M. F. T. M.
8
10
4
1
1
1
5
5
16
1
1
53
F.
2
1
1
2
2
1
6
T.
8
12
5
2
1
3
7
6
22
1
1
M.
1
5
3
46
2
3
2
6
3
1
72
F.
5
1
1
1
8
T.
1
5
3
51
2
3
2
7
1
3
2
80
M
1
1
2
.F. T.
1. Traumatic
2. Senile
3. Cerebral arterio-
sclerosis
4. General paralysis . .
5. With cerebral
syphilis
6. "With Huntington's
chorea
7. With brain tumor.
.
8. With other brain or
nervous diseases
9. Alcoholic
10. Due to drugs and
other exogenous
toxins
11. With pellagra
12. With other somatic
diseases
13. Manic-depressive. .
14. Involution melan-
cholia
15. Dementia praeeox.
16. Paranoia and para-
noid conditions.
17. Epileptic
18. Psychoneuroses and
neuroses
19. With psychopathic
personality
20. With mental defi-
ciency
21. Undiagnosed
22. Without psychosis
11
31
10
1
1
46
1
6
12
11
50
1
1
5
2
1
14
15
4
1
1
2
5
21
32
6
45
1
4
2
3
2
7
1
25
46
14
2
1
3
51
1
27
44
17
95
2
4
2
4
7
9
2
16
2
1
3
4
4
27
1
1
1
1
14
13
3
1
1
1
19
30
5
38
1
4
2
2
2
6
1
16
29
5
2
1
1
22
34
9
65
1
4
2
3
3
7
1
1
Total 189 166 355 62 143 205 15 68 o
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Table 14.
—
Psychoses of Re-admissions
25
Psychoses
1. Traumatic
2. Senile
3. With cerebral arteriosclerosis
4. General paralysis
5. With cerebral syphilis
6. With Huntington's chorea
7. With brain tumor
8. With other brain or nervous diseases
9. Alcoholic, total
(c) Acute hallucinosis
(d) Other types, chronic
10. Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins
.
11. With pellagra
12. With other somatic diseases
13. Manic-depressive, total
(a) Manic type
(b) Depressed type
(c) Other types
14. Involution melancholia
15. Schizophrenia
16. Paranoia and paranoid condition
17. Epileptic
18. Psychoneuroses and neuroses, total
(a) Neurasthenia
19. With psychopathic personality
20. With mental deficiency
21. Undiagnosed
22. Without psychosis
Total.
M. F. T. M. F
10
- 35
19
38
11
27
73
Table 15.
—
Discharge of Patients Classified with Reference to Principal Psychosis
and Condition on Discharge
Psychoses
Total Recovered Improved
Unim-
proved
Not
Insane
M. F. T. M.
20
3
9
32
F.
1
4
2
5
28
40
T.
1
24
2
8
37
M. F. T. M.
1
2
2
1
2
3
6
1
18
F.
1
9
1
T.
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
15
2
29
M.
3
3
F.
5
5
T.
1. Traumatic
2. Senile
1
4
3
1
3
29
5
13
4
40
2
2
3
1
2
4
8
2
7
35
1
32
1
2
3
5
1
1
6
3
1
7
37
2
12
48
5
72
1
4
5
8
2
1
1
6
2
4
4
34
2
1
1
2
3
4
2
6
1
23
1
2
2
1
4
1
4
10
4
10
5
57
1
4
3
-
3. With cerebral arte-
riosclerosis
4. General paralysis. .
5. With cerebral
-
6. With Huntington's
7. With brain tumor..
8. With other brain or
nervous diseases.
9. Alcoholic
10. Due to drugs and
other exogenous
toxins
11. With pellagra
12. With other somatic
diseases
13. Manic-depressive. .
14. Involution melan-
cholia
15. Dementia praecox.
16. Paranoia and para-
noid condition. . .
17. Epileptic. . .*.
18. Psychoneuroses and
neuroses
19. With psychopathic
personality
20. With mental defi-
-
22. Without psychosis. 8
Total 110 103 213 72 57 47 104 11 8
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Table 18.
—
Total Duration of Hospital Life of Patients Dying in Hospital Classified
According to Psychoses
i
:
i
Psychoses
Total
Less than
1 Month
1-3
Months
, !
4-7
Months
8-12
Months
M. F. T. M.
2
6
1
1
2
1
13
F.
2
1
7
1
11
T.
4
6
1
1
1
9
1
1
24
M.
3
7
2
2
1
1
16
F.
2
3
1
1
2
9
T.
5
10
1
2
3
1
3
25
Ml
1
3
1
1
6
F.
A
1
1
1
7
T.
5
4
1
1
1
1
13
M.
2
3
1
6
F. T.
1
11
29
16
4
5
1
6
2
3
11
4
1
16
7
3
1
1
4
1
9
6
2
9
1
27
36
19
1
1
8
6
1
15
8
5
20
4
1
2. Senile
3. With cerebral arterio-
?,
4. General paralysis
5. With cerebral syphilis. . . .
6. With Huntington's chorea
7. With brain tumor
8. With other brain or ner-
3
9. Alcoholic
10. Due to drugs and other
12. With other somatic dis-
14. Involution melancholia. .
.
15. Dementia praecox
16. Paranoia and paranoid
1
17. Epileptic
18. Psychoneuroses and neu-
roses
19. With psychopathic per-
20. With mental deficiency. .
22. Without psychosis
Total 94 59 153 6
P. D. 21 31
Table 18.
—
Total Duration of Hospital Life of Patients Dying in Hospital Classified
According to Psychoses—Concluded
1-2
Years
3-4
Years
5-10
Years
10-15
Years
15-20
Years
20
and Over
M. F. T. M.
1
1
2
3
1
1
9
F.
1
1
1
1
2
6
T.
1
2
3
4
2
3
15
M.
2
1
1
4
2
1
11
F.
1
1
2
4
T.
1
3
1
1
6
2
1
15
M.
1
1
1
3
F.
1
1
T.
1
1
1
1
4
M.
1
1
2
F.
2
2
4
T.
2
3
1
6
M.
1
1
3
1
6
F.
2
2
T.
1. Traumatic
2. Penile 3
6
9
1
1
1
1
22
4
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
15
7
7
io
l
l
4
1
1
1
1
3
37
-
3. With cerebral ar-
teriosclerosis . .
.
4. General paralysis.
5. With cerebral
6. With Hunting-
ton's chorea . . .
7. With brain tumor
8. With other brain
or nervous dis-
1
9. AJcoholic
10. Due to drugs and
other exogenous
toxins
11. With pellagra. . . .
12. With other so-
matic diseases.
13. Manic-depressive.
14. Involution melan-
cholia
15. Dementia praecox
16. Paranoia and
paranoid condi-
1
5
17. Epileptic
18. Psychoneuroses
and neuroses. . .
19. With psycho-
pathic person-
ality
20. With mental defi-
ciency
21. Undiagnosed
22. Without psychosis
Total
1
8
Table 19.
—
Family-Care Department
Remaining October 1, 1926
Committed within year
Whole number of cases within the year
Dismissed within the year - 2 2
Returned to institution - 1 1
Discharged 1 1
Died
Escaped '
Remaining September 30, 1927
Number of different persons within the year
Number of different persons admitted
Number of different persons dismissed - 2 2
Daily average number - . 7.18 7.18
M. F.
- 8
_ 8
—
—
-
-
6
- 8
_
.
T.

